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Methodology for Assessing Local Land 
Use Impacts of Highways 

IRA HIRSCHMAN AND MICHAEL HENDERSON 

A method logy to pr ject and evaluate ihe pot nlial land use 
impacts of a propo ed limited-access highway extension in the 
Roche ter, New York , metmpolitan area i described . The anal
ysis, the re ult of a I-year consu ltant study for the New York 
State Urban Development orpora tion and local sponsors, exam
ined the potenti al impacts of li.nking the towns of Brockpon. and 
Albion , we t of Roche ter, to the Roche rer central business 
district (CBD) via an extension of Route 531. An im portant con
straint that affected the selection of assessment methodologies 
was the relatively mod t amount of time and re ource. avai lable 
for th ludy. Thi type or resource constraint. which was prob
ably the norm for planning studies, precluded 1he development 
of a grnnd land ·useJtran. portarion modeling effort in the style of 
the National Bureau of Economic Re earch rudy, Puget Sound. 
or Bay Area Simulation pioDeered several decades eaUer. It 
required instead the use of methodologie or models that would 
not req ui re enormous amounts of cl ;1 ta . time. or effort t cali
brate. The approach used to projecl potential residential location 
decisions was to develop a gravity model of re idential locarion. 
In general, gravity model , when applied 10 residential loca
tion . require calcu lation of accessibility index score for ubarea 
that arc then used to reallocarc a region-wide growth projection 
to the subareas. The key advantage of this approach was that it 
was ensi tive ro changes in travel time · between residential zones 
and major empl yment nodes. A qualitative appr ach was used 
to evaluate bu ines impacrs. The basic methodology involved a 
review of the c mpetitivc advantage or the area with and without 
the highway extension that incl uded surveys of busine · es inside 
an I ul ide th!! Brockport-Albion corridor. A separate region
wide marketing a1ialysis was performed to asses retail 
development po sil ilitie · in the Bro kport-Albion corridor. 

Western Monroe County and eastern Orleans County in upstate 
New York are economically linked to the city of Rochester, 
but lack adequate highway access to that urban center. Route 
31, which is the main roadway connecting Spencerport , 
Brockport, and Albion to Rochester (Figure 1), is a two-lane 
road that is used heavily and is often congested . In addition 
to commuters working in Rochester, students and employees 
at the State University of New York at Brockport are also 
major users of Route 31. Trucks headed to and from industries 
in western Monroe and eastern Orleans counties also add to 
the roadway congestion. 

The need for a new roadway in this area was recognized as 
long ago as the late 1960s and an expressway was included in 
transportation plans prepared in the 1960s and 1970s. In 1978, 
the Western Monroe County Transportation Study examined 
the expressway issue once again. A total of 26 transportation 
alternatives were evaluated for the area and a new expressway 
was recommended to connect I-490 with Washington Street 
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in the town of Ogden . However, an extension further west 
as far as Brockport could not be justified by the New York 
State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT), primarily 
because of projected traffic volumes. 

The first extension of Route 531 (as the new expressway 
was designated) was completed in 1986 for the 1-mi stretch 
between Elmgrove and Manitou Roads . The remainder of 
the state-approved Route 531 extension, from Manitou Road 
to Washington Street, is a high-priority project for the 
NYSDOT. In July 1988, money was appropriated in the state 
budget for final design of this extension. Construction of the 
roadway could begin as early as 1990. 

Extension of Route 531 beyond Washington Street may 
take several more years to be built, if it is built at all, because 
of the NYSDOT recommendation that the road could not be 
justified on the basis of projected traffic levels . Many local 
legislators, business people, interest groups, and individuals 
believe, however, that such a policy does not recognize the 
development situation in the Brockport-Albion corridor and 
ignores current and future economic conditions. At local urg
ing, the state legislature appropriated funds to the New York 
State Urban Development Corporation for a study to evaluate 
further westward extension of the highway-to the town 
of Brockport and possibly to Albion-from an economic 
development perspective. 

The Brockport-Albion Highway Economic Impacts Study 
was commissioned because, despite the NYSDOT's conclu
sion that the full roadway could not be justified by potential 
traffic levels on the basis of current conditions, the economic 
development that might occur once the roadway was con
structed might generate enough traffic to make the road nec
essary. Recent closings of two major manufacturing plants in 
Brockport added to the concern about local growth, job 
creation, and increased local tax base. 

RESIDENTIAL IMPACTS 

With the construction of the highway, the Brockport-Albion 
area would become, at least in one dimension, a more attrac
tive residential location because of improved access, i.e., 
reduced travel times to places of employment, recreation, and 
educational facilities. 

Several possible formal methodologies, identified in the 
planning literature, might have been used to identify and 
define this effect. One approach was to calibrate a statistical 
model, such as a multiple regression model, which relates 
changes in residential densities to changes in travel time , while 
holding other neighborhood characteristics constant. Calibra-
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FIGURE I Brockport-Albion highway economic impact study area. 

tion is made using an analog corrido r within the same reg1 n 
that expe1ienced a imilar highway improvement at an earlier 
date. This approach requires compilation of a substantial data 
base and time-consuming calibration of a prediction equation, 
including the appropriate model specification. 

A second and far simpler approach was to use one of several 
pos ible i rmulation of a gravity model. In general, gravity 
models , when applied to re idential I cation in a region , require 
calculations of acce-ssibility index core fo r subregions that 
are then used to reallocate projected region-wide growth to 
the subregions. Accessibility index scores are a function of 
composite-weighted travel times to the downtown core and 
to other major employment center in the region. ther fac
tors that affect reside ntial expan ion and density, such as 
avai labi lity of developable land. are also taken into account. 
From a formal demographic standpoint, the gravity model 
seeks to gauge the impacts of transportation access on rhe 
migration component of population change . 

In studies of this nature, where serious time and resource 
constraints prevail, the gravity model approach offered two 
major advantages. First, it did not require calibration of a 
tatistical model but instead required on ly one empirical 

parameter with a typical value that has been e tabli hed by 
previous tudies. Second it allowed the <malyst to relate change 
in travel time in a highway corridor to changes iJ1 populati n. 
Therefore , it wa th approach u. ed in the study. 

A review of th lite rature pointed to the Han. n formu
lation of the gravity model as the basic form to be used for 
the study (J ,2). The basic form of this model states that 

L;Ai 
Gi = G, -"--

2:L;A; 
;~1 

where 

(1) 

G; = population growth increment allocated to subregion 
j; 

G, = total growth projected for the region; 
L; = developable land in subregion; and 
A; = travel time to employment centers from subregion j. 

A basic assumption of the gravity model is that the overall 
regional population projection, generally an official county
level foreca t w uld remain constant. In effect the overall 
regional projection is treated as a stahle control total within 
which small area projections are allowed to vary . 

The value Ai is a composite weighted (inverse of) travel 
time between the subregion j and all subregions, where the 
weights are the number of jobs (employees) in each subregion. 
A typical f rmulation would be 

(2) 

where 

E; = employment in each subregion , 
T;; = the travel time between subregion j and the other 

subregion, and 
a exponential time-impedance parameter, usually equal 

to about 2.0 in most applications of this technique. 

The A; va1ue can be referred to as an accessibility index 
score. 

Of course, other factors in addition to accessibility and 
developable land capacity can influence the growth share, such 
as net natural increase , anticipated economic growth, land 
use controls, infrastructure , tax rates, and local public ser
vices. Thus, the basic gravity formulation of Equation 1 can 
be extended by substituting a product of causal factors that 
interacts with accessibility for the single vac;int lcind (L) factor: 

(3) 

Therefore, the baseline growth share for each subregion 
can be reformulated as follows: 

ViAi 
G, -"~-- (4) 

2: V;A. 
i=l 
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where Vj represents a product of attributes that interacts with 
accessibility and affects residential population. 

As a practical matter, application of the gravity model tech
nique, as formulated in Equation 4, requires that municipal
ities be regarded as the subareas. The analyst must then com
pute changes in each town's Aj score so that revised growth 
shares for each town can be derived and applied to the regional 
population projections. 

To apply the gravity model, it was not necessary to measure 
the individual elements of Vj explicitly for each town in the 
study area. Instead , it was reasoned that the Vj values could 
be computed on the basis of existing official town population 
projections because these projections could be assumed to 
already take into account the various factors of Vj that affect 
local population change. In particular, once baseline Ai values 
are calculated, it becomes possible to derive implicit values 
for Vi. Further , by separating out these Vi values it becomes 
possible to empirically compute changes in the A1 scor s with 
the highway extension while holding the Vi values constant . 
In effect, the procedure allows the analyst to run the gravity 
model by varying the accessibility scores while holding all 
other influences constant. 

For the study, a no-highway-improvement baseline was first 
established . This baseline was calibrated to correspond to the 
latest set of town population projections for the Rochester 
region prepared by the New York State Department of Envi
ronmental Conservation (NYSDEC) in 1985 for its Water 
Quality Management Plan. 

For the model, the Rochester region was defined as Monroe 
County plus a ring of surrounding towns in Orleans, Liv
ingston, Ontario, and Wayne counties. These towns were 
included because they are approximately the same distance 
(or less) from the Rochester CBD as the town of Albion. The 
modeling area was delineated in this way to fairly reflect the 
competition between suburban towns, which, under a highway
build scenario, would have roughly the same travel times to 
the CBD as does Albion. 

Because each town's baseline projected growth share was 
known from the NYSDEC town population projections (i.e., 
the ratio of the town's projected growth divided by total regional 
population growth) , the implicit value of Vj was computed 
for each town as a simple residual value after deriving the 
base line Ai accessibility index values. Ai values were derived 
for each town using employment data from the 1980-Census 
Urban Transportation Planning Package and zone-to-zone 
highway travel time data from the Rochester regional 
transportation model. 

To simplify the analysis, the measurement of travel times 
was limited to six selected employment concentrations thought 
to be the most important home-based work trip destinations 
in the metropolitan region, including the CBD. 

Next, the gravity model was rerun using revised Ai acces
sibility index scores for each town while holding the residual 
Vi values constant. The revised Ai score reflected expected 
reductions in travel times between town · in the Brockport
Albion corridor and the major employment zones because of 
the extension of Route 531. To the extent that growth shares 
for towns in the corridor increased as a result of the extension 
of the highway (and decreased elsewhere in the region), the 
model reallocated population from other areas within the region 
to the corridor. Differences in the baseline population pro-
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jection and the with-highway projection represented the 
changes in each town's population attributable to the highway 
extension. 

The results of the gravity model analysis presented in Table 
1 indicate the magnitude of the potential impacts of the high
way extension on population in the Brockport-Albion corri
dor. The table shows differences in projected populations with 
and without the highway in those towns in Monroe and Orle
ans counties that would enjoy significant improvements in 
travel access. Population projections are shown for the year 
2010. These impacts are also translated into changes in the 
number of households using an average household size factor 
of 2.86 for the Rochester area. Also shown in the table are 
changes in the Aj accessibility index scores. 

In total, the corridor was projected to experience a pop
ulation gain of about 3,870 residents as a result of the e)(ten
sion of Route 531 from Spencerport west to Brockport and 
then to Albion, or about 1,350 households. This increase is 
over and above the officially projected increase in corridor 
population of 7 ,950 residents between the years 1980 and 
2010. 

Several caveats regarding the results and application of the 
technique are warranted. First, increases in accessibility scores 
are not, in all cases, correlated with significant population 
increases. The town of Gaines , for example, would experience 
a 21 percent increase in its accessibility score indicating sig
nificant travel time improvements to key employment zones . 
However, the gravity model projected no increase in popu
lation as a result of these highway-related accessibility 
improvements. The gravity model assumes an interaction 
between accessibility and all other factors influencing popu
lation (as reflected in the residual Vi values). Therefore, towns 
such as Gaines and Clarkson, which are under the baseline, 
are projected to undergo slow or zero population growth and 
would remain slow-growth or no-growth towns even with the 
accessibility improvements. In effect, the gravity model assumes 
that locales with constrained residential growth would con
cinue to be constrained even with the highway extension. This 
characteristic of the gravity model may mean that the pop
ulation increases projected in these communities are too con
servative, particularly for communities such as Clarkson, and 
appear to be growing faster than official projections. 

Second, in reallocating population growth, the model assumes 
that only the residential choices of new households, either in
migrants to the Rochester region or newly formed households, 
would be affected by the highway. In the short run, this 
assumption was reasonable. However, over the long run , the 
highway's impacts could be expected to also extend to long
time residents in the region. Over time, established residents 
are also likely to move from one place to another within the 
region, with the number of intraregional migrants increasing 
over a longer period of time. Thus, a number of long-term 
area residents may also move to the Brockport-Albion cor
ridor from other locales as a result of improved accessibility 
in the corridor. In the short run, however, this level of migra
tion within the region should be somewhat small because 
most residents now living in the region are probably firmly 
established in their communities. 

Taken together, these caveats suggest that the residential 
impacts forecast by the gravity model may be understated, 
particularly in the long run. 
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BUSINESS IMPACTS .... N•;;;;~~ie~~O r 'U ! .,...,..,,N .,..., 
A literature review, conducted as part of this study, revealed 01= ii : virtually no methodologies available that could have predicted 

§a.: changes in industrial activity and employment for a small area 
s . such as the Brockport-Albion corridor as a result of improve-

' - ments in the performance of 1he transponation system. ... ... ~§~S~~§~0 

~ 
Although there were input-output (UO) models which may 

i .! have been adapted fo r purposes of projecting the e change -,-.., II for a region , they were not very useful for specific subarea • • - . such as that examined in this study. In addition, it was difficult iti~ 
~ 

' 
to make I/O models sensitive to changes in travel times. As - a result, a primarily qualitative approach was used in the 

i's ~~~~:e~~~~~ ~ 
Brockport-Albion study. 

~;J:?~~~cs~:;cs The basic methodology selected involved a survey of busi-
o"i'Z ---· nesses inside and outside the corridor and a review of the 
o::s-

competitive advantages of the area with and without the N~i 
3i~ highway extension. This methodology included a detailed 

evaluation of such factors as developable industrial land, 
..,N ... ~G..,N~,._N zoning regulations , transportation facilities , infrastructure • 2~~ s:~c; s:;; 

~;= 
• • e I I • I I I I I expansions, and available financial incentive programs. .-.-.-.-.-.-N.-.-,... 

.&: .. The objective was to determine the importance of the high-
"'. 0 ~ way extension to businesses and to determine what other teen 
~ factors would influence the decisions of companies to locate 

0 facilities in the corridor. Although the highway extension itself 8 !-iiii'"'-g""g""' N >- t0 N-GNll\,._Oo might have generated substantial economic development, there 
0:: • --"""-°'"''°o"' 
<t: :11- . ~:;§~gRici~~~ might have been other characteristics of the corridor that 
u.J oit~: could have positively or negatively impacted such decisions . >-- -- .. NN NN.-N.-...,..,. 

O.&:•O 
0:: N• ~ The business survey included personal interviews with local .cccn 
0 ... busine·s persons, elected official . industrial development µ... 3i 
;>-< officials, and plann ing agency per onnel. This urvey wa · sup-
0:: ig,....;::~o~~~~~ <t: N~..,o.~.-o.-,.,O. plernented by que tionnaire · mai led to busine ses in the 
~ !-. . .......... Brockport-Albion corridor and to businesses outside the 
::E ~i~:CC!~88:sre 
::::> ~=-9~ ,....,._,,..,..,. .-.-N corridor but within the Genesee-Finger Lakes region. 
(/) 2:·~ The purpose of this survey was to determine expansion (/) •c 
t> • plans for companies inside and outside the corridor, the 
<t: importance of the highway extension to local businesses, the i:i.. 

8~~8~§8~~~ 

F 
~ factors that companies considered important in facility loca-- N "' :s -# IC -# N N '() 
.....l i 

-# G II\ ,., N ,., ,., N tion decisions, and the possibilities that companies outside 
<t: -- !'Z: the corridor would consider locating facilities in the corridor I-z -· if the highway were built. 
u.J ooj Cl -· The surveys and interviews provided some valuable insights - 2-i~ (/) into the need for, and the probable effects of, a Route 531 u.J 

~goo~o~g~~ 

~ 
0:: expansion. A few conclusions were drawn from the results, 
0:: i -ag!C i II\~.- II\ N -0 

0 - -# ~..,.'() NNNN although they were mostly general in nature. Most were suf-
Cl "' .. ., . ficiently verifiable to be used as the basic assumptions for the - o.-0:: -i impact analysis, however: ~ 
0 ~ u 
z .-.-.-NNNNNNN 

•The Brockport-Albion area had several advantages for 
0 businesses, including lower land and building prices, and 
05 \. 
.....l .... availability of low-cost utilities. Improved access to the east 
<t: 2 was another major factor that could have attracted new ..:. 
0:: u businesses to the area. 
0 >- •Businesses in the corridor generated approximately 500 i:i.. 
~ >-... 
u .. ~~ truck trips per day. The capacity of the existing road system 
0 .... 
0:: • was believed by most of these companies to be adequate, but ... u 
~ 0 "' there were problems caused by traffic delays, weight and trailer ... 8i 
,...; 1.rss ::j. .. .. u size restrictions, and lower speed limits. 
1.1.l .a 5.: 
.....l 

i ..w- ...... 1 ! L: f i • Over 80 percent of the firms surveyed in the corridor had 
~ 

&..- &..-~ L. ... 

!!I j:!~; ~ii .. -N plans to expand in the next 5 years, either at their existing 
~ 0 ... &.l:SW -C&.1•W&.1<:1 "' .. location or at another site in the same general area. 
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•Almost half of the local companies rated the Route 531 
extension vital or very important to their business. One-third 
of these firms indicated the possibility of moving from the 
area if the road were not extended. 

• Only about one-third of the firms outside of the Brockport
Albion area, but still within the region, had plans to expand 
in the next 5 to 10 years. 

• Only 11 percent of these region-wide firms had ever con
sidered locating a facility in Brockport-Albion. 

• Only 12 percent of the regional firms would explore the 
possibility of locating a facility in Brockport-Albion if Route 
531 were extended there. 

On the basis of the interviews and surveys, the primary 
industrial benefit from the new highway would have been a 
strengthening of companies already in the corridor. These 
businesses would have been able to cut costs and compete 
more effectively, thereby permitting them to expand their 
local facilities. The highway would have also helped retain 
those firms that indicated the possibility of moving from the 
area if the highway were not built. 

Although the surveys suggested the possibility that firms 
outside the immediate area could have been attracted to the 
Brockport-Albion corridor because of the highway extension, 
it was considered a lesser probability. In fact , there were some 
indications from the interviews that executives of firms already 
in the region may have had a bias against the corridor, with 
few willing to even consider locating facilities there . One rea
son for this bias was the impression that the more desirable 
locations for executive homes were east and south of Roch
ester, which was a long commute to Brockport-Albion. Another 
reason was that the area was perceived as being industrial 
and blue collar. 

An additional finding was that although there may have 
been interest in the corridor by firms outside the region , the 
addition of the new highway alone was not enough to attract 
their attention. To affect their location decisions, firms from 
outside of the region would have had to perceive the Brockport
Albion corridor as having significant competitive advantages 
at the local level, including such elements as local financial 
incentives such as industrial development bonds and revolving 
loan funds, availability of relatively inexpensive space in well
situated industrial parks, cooperative zoning and planning 
boards, and adequate support services, especially basic util
ities and sewerage. These local competitive advantages were 
necessary to differentiate an area from its surrounding neigh
bors and became even more important when an area had an 
image problem to overcome. 

An evaluation of these business location factors was done 
to determine the potential attractiveness of the Brockport
Albion corridor for industry. Although it was found that the 
area had advantages for business development, it also had 
disadvantages or deficiencies that should be rectified before 
the completion of the highway extension. In addition, there 
were other improvements that should be implemented to com
plement the beneficial impacts of the highway . Some of the 
improvements found to be needed were additional local finan
cial incentives, zoning of industrial land near the highway, 
extension of water and sewer service to that property, 
improvements to north-south routes leading to the New York 
State Thruway, and upgrading of the local general aviation 
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airport. A local program to provide these additional amenities 
before the highway's opening would stimulate much more 
interest in the area from firms seeking to site new facilities. 

RETAIL DEVELOPMENT 

During the study, it became evident that the Brockport-Albion 
corridor contained relatively little major retail development 
(i.e., shopping centers serving a regional market area) when 
compared to other suburban parts of the Rochester metro
politan area. Becau e lack of adequate highway access to local 
retail centers c uld have been one factor contributing to 
this deficiency, a separate analysis was done to estimate the 
amount of new regionally oriented retail space that could be 
supported by the area and might be developed if a new 
highway were built. 

Firm predictions could not be reliably made regarding the 
amount or whether regionally oriented shopping centers would 
develop as a result of the highway extension. However, it was 
possible to make an order-of-magnitude estimate of the amount 
of such retail development that could occur. 

One reasonable approach of doing this, which was ulti
mately used in the study, was to use an analog corridor as a 
benchmark by relating the total amount of regional retail 
development to the population in the analog corridor and 
applying this information to the Brockport-Albion area. 

The Route 104 Webster Highway corridor northeast of 
Rochester was chosen for this comparison because it had many 
of the same characteristics that the Brockport-Albion corridor 
would have had with the Route 531 extension. Data from the 
1987 Shopping Center Directory (3) indicate that the Webster 
Highway corridor contained at least 2 million ft2 gross of 
regionally oriented retail shopping center space, compared to 
only about 0.4 million ft2 gross in the Brockport-Albion 
corridor. 

Further, the total resident population in the Webster Cor
ridor was about 72,500 people, which supported about 28 ft2 
gross of regionally oriented retail space per capita. In contrast, 
the Brockport-Albion market area would contain, in the year 
2010, a total population of about 78,000 (with the full highway 
extension to Albion). Thus, assuming that no additional regional 
shopping centers were developed in the Brockport-Albion 
corridor , its regional-retail space per capita ratio would be 
only 5.1. 

Although the Brockport-Albion corridor extended over a 
larger geographic area than the Webster Highway corridor, 
it was not unreasonable to assume that the Brockport-Albion 
corridor could support a substantial amount of new regional 
shopping center development. A modest doubling of the gross 
square feet per capita multiplier in the Brockport-Albion cor
ridor (from 5.1to10.2), for example, would have resulted in 
the development of an additional 400,000 ft2 gross of regional 
retail shopping center space in the study corridor. 

Although an untapped market was found to exist in the 
Brockport-Albion corridor, a highway interchange providing 
access from all parts of the area was a virtual necessity to 
realize the market potential. If the highway were built, an 
area near one of the interchanges would become an ideal site 
for a new shopping center. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this paper, methodologies were described that were used 
to forecast local economic impacts of a highway extension in 
the Rochester metropolitan area. In part, these methodolo
gies were selected because of relatively limited time and 
resources available to perform the study and because the anal
y ·i wa concerned with impacts on a small ge graphic ~cale. 
The e requir ments made data-intensive and time-con urning 
methodologie , such as econometric modeli ng of regional 
location decL ion impractical. In add ition , input-output anal
ysis was also rejected f r use in chis study because 110 model 
measure economic impacts at the regional rather than local 
level and are not directly responsive to changes in a travel 
time variable. 

Impacts on residential location decisions were forecast using 
a gravity model. This approach was elected for two reasons . 
First, this approach did not require new statistical calibration 
but instead relied on a previously calibrated mathematical 
parameter expressing the relationship between travel time and 
population change. Second, the gravity model is sensitive to 
travel time changes on a small-area scale. 

The gravity model projected population impacts that 
appeared reasonable in terms of the magnitude of the corridor
wide impact.. In particular the travel time saving that would 
havi:: n::sulted fro m extendh1g Route 531 was r lalively small
about 4 min on av rage, or a 12 percent travel Lime saving. 
Corre. pondingly, the overall increase in corridor p pulati 11 

wa. also projected by the gravity model t be modest, about 
5 percent. However, the model as applied had several limi
tations. 

First, the model may have understated the potential for 
growth resulting from improved highway access in areas that 
were otherwise projected to experience little or no growth 
without the highway improvement. This understatement 
resulted from the model's assuming an interaction between 
accessibility and other factors influencing population. When 
other factors were expected to fully constrain growth, the 
model effectively assumed that these constraints would over
ride the impact of improved accessibility, and the population 
would remain constant. 

Second, the model may have a lso underpredicted popula
tion growth in the co rridor becau ·e it con idered on ly tbe 
location decision of n wly formed hou ehold and in-migrant 
to the region. However overthe longrun , thel cat ion tecision 
of long-time residents could also have been affected. 

Third, the application of the model relied on an exponential 
travel time parameter, assumed to equal 2.0, that was derived 
in the late 1950s. This parameter may, in fact, be outdated 
because the dynamics of metropolitan population change in 
the United State. has changed on ·iderably since that time. 
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Metropolitan areas were the11 experien ing greater level of 
inter- and intraregional migration than i presently occurring 
in mo t U.S. cities. Indeed , the dynamism of metropolirnn 
gr wth during the 19 0 and early 1960 was partly fueled by 
the rapid development of the Tnter tate highway y t m as 
well as hjghway construction within metropolitan areas. Becau e 
m tropolitan populations are le s mobile n w it i · p - ·ible 
that the travel time parameter 11sc rl in the tudy may hav 
over tated the current impact of highway accessibility n 
hou. ehold location decisions. 

In order to evaluate the highway's impacts on business loca
tion decisions, a qualitative approach had to be used. The 
review of literature did not reveal any f rmal methodologies 
that could have been used to predict these impacts on a sub
regional level. Even if a quantitative approach could have 
been developed, however, surveys and interviews of business 
leaders should have been a complementary task, because other, 
non-travel-related i · ue ' cou ld have hacl major impacts on 
such busine ·s deci ion . A was shown in this study, such 
facto rs as financial incentives, additional infrastru ture 
improv ment ·, and, perhaps most important, a bia against 
the area c uld have c n iderable positive or negative impacc 
on indu ·trial development even if tran portation access were 
improved. 

In order to overcome or at least minimize the problems. a 
program of basic research is recommended n the relation hip 
between locati n decisions and transportation access. Perhap · 
rhe mo 1 vah1a le re earch would be to recalibrate rhe exp -
nential travel time parameter under c ntemporar conditions. 
Validation of new travel tim param ter · again. I a variety of 
actual highway developments w uld also improve the relia
bility of gravity model technique. Although to predict what 
these newer results might be is impossible, the hypothesis is 
that the travel time parameter would be less than 2.0. 

With greater commitment of research effort, more com
plete models of urban structure, including the impact of trans
portation system changes on long-term loc<ltional behavior of 
residences and business, could be developed under contem
porary conditions. By explicilly i olating the impact of facto 
beside ace i ility. a more fully specified multiple regression 
m de! would redu th underprcdiction biasc that arc n w 
present in the model. 
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